Creative ways to reuse plastic bottles at home:
Wind Chime: To make your bedroom more attractive and beautiful with less
effort and good creativity reuse plastic bottles and
convert them in wind chime.Take 4-5 used plastic
bottles and cut them half.Take beautiful and vibrant
colours and paint bottles.Now,make a hole on bottle’s
cap, take a decorative string and pass it from it.Hang
it on the wall and make your home more colouring
and good.

Vertical garden: Used plastic bottles can be reused as plant pots or plant
holders in garden. Garden will become more
beautiful and attractive.

Broom: Beverages’ bottles can be used to make broom. You can cut the
bottle from bottom and can make
strips in it from bottom to top. By
fixing any rod to its cap you can
easily make broom and also can make
house clean.

Spoon lamp: With the use of used plastic spoons and bottles, spoon lamp
can be made. Just cut the stick of spoons and
fix it on plastic bottles one by one. Beautiful
spoon lamp is ready which can enlighten
home.
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Jewelry stand: Bottom of plastic bottles can also be used to make creative
things such as jewelry stand. Make a
hole in centre of bottom and insert a
thin rod from it and jewelry stand is
ready.

Cherry blossom paint stamp: Different textures in painting can also be
made using bottles. Dip bottle’s bottom in
any color and make a print of it on
blank page or tiles. Beautiful designs
can be made using it.

Christmas tree: During Christmas time with the use of a bottle you can
make Christmas tree. Make some strips in
it and fix it in the shape of a Christmas
tree and enjoy the festival.

Bottle Vase: Innovative vase can be made using plastic bottle. Make strips
from half upper portion and fold it
horizontally. Pour some water and vase is
ready.

Durable Purse: From bottoms of bottles, purse can also be made. Take two
bottoms of bottles, hold them facing
against each other and fix them using a
zip.

Rocket jet: For playing purpose bottles are also used. Take two plastic
bottles and paint them with favorite colors. Fix
them on a card-board and belt. Open their caps
and insert leaves in it for burning effects and
rocket jet is ready.

Pencil Holders: Milk bottles can be used for holding and organizing
pencils, pens or markers. Cut the half
bottom’s upper portion and put some
pencils in it. This makes your study
table organized.

